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Abstract. Active Networks promise greater exibility than current net-

works, but threaten safety and security by virtue of their programmability. In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of a
security architecture for the active network PLANet [HMA+ 99]. Security is obtained with a two-level architecture that combines a functionally restricted packet language, PLAN [HKM+98], with an environment of general-purpose service routines governed by trust management [BFL96]. In particular, we employ a technique which expands or
contracts a packet's service environment based on its level of privilege,
termed namespace-based security. As an application of our security architecture, we outline the design and implementation of an active-network
rewall. We nd that the addition of the rewall imposes an approximately 34% latency overhead and as little as a 6.7% space overhead to
incoming packets.

1 Introduction
Active Networks o er the ability to program the network on a per-router, peruser, or even per-packet basis. Unfortunately, this added programmability compromises the security of the system by allowing a wider range of potential attacks.
Any feasible Active Network architecture therefore requires strong security guarantees. We would like these guarantees to come at the lowest possible price to
the exibility, performance, and usability of the system.
This paper presents the design and implementation of a security architecture for PLANet [HMA+ 99], an active internetwork based on PLAN, the Packet
Language for Active Networks [HKM+ 98]. Our approach is to partition the problem into two levels: language-based security for PLAN programs, complemented
by namespace-based security for more general router services, governed by trust
management. We brie y discuss PLAN and its role in this architecture, but focus
more attention on service security. We present both architecture and implementation, and conclude with some applications of our approach, including a simple
rewall that ` lters' active packets. [HK99], an extended version of this paper,
contains more detailed motivation and performance analysis.
?
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Fig. 1. PLANet's security architecture.

2 Architecture
Our security architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. The solid boxes de ne the
two levels of the architecture: the contents of the central box de ne the PLAN
level which is usable without need of credentials, while the remaining area forms
the service level. This architecture falls along functional boundaries: all PLAN
programs, by their nature, are safe (as de ned below) and so may run unauthenticated, while, in general, service routines are unsafe, and must be partitioned
by level of trust, visualized by the dotted boxes. We augment the PLAN level
with a xed set of `core services' which are known to be functionally safe.
This architecture is designed to guard against the standard threats to computational resources and their contents [AAKS99]. In particular, we defend against
attacks that would deny service, seek to obtain unauthorized content, and misrepresent (spoof) identity. We explain PLAN's role in defending against these
attacks below.

2.1 PLAN

PLAN [HKM+ 98] is a small functional language with syntax similar to ML [Ler,
MTH90]. To express remote computation, it includes a primitive OnRemote
(among others) that evaluates an expression at a remote node. Invoking OnRemote
will result in a newly spawned packet.
By design, the language has properties that prevent some attacks. PLAN is
resource- and expression-limited, thus preventing CPU and memory denial-ofservice attacks. For example, all PLAN programs are guaranteed to terminate1 ,
since PLAN does not provide a means to express non- xed-length iteration or recursion. Additionally, PLAN programs are isolated from one another since there
is no means of direct communication among them, and because the language's
1 PLAN programs terminate as long as the services called also terminate.

strong typing and garbage collection prevent indirect means, such as through
pointer swizzling or bu er over ows. Finally, a network resource bound counter,
similar to IP's \Time to Live" (TTL) eld, is used to bound network resources.

3 Service Security via Trust Management
Because of their general-purpose nature, service routines may perform actions
which, if exploited, could be used to mount an attack. A radical approach to
this problem would be to prevent any service routine from being installed that
could potentially harm the node. However, this would preclude the addition
of service routines|for example, network management operations|that should
be available to trusted users. We thus employ security mechanisms which allow
authorized programs to access potentially unsafe service routines.

3.1 Trust Management
In determining the form of these security mechanisms, we arrived at some basic requirements. First, the mechanisms should be simple to understand and
employ. Second, security policies should be modi able as needed, while the system is operating. Furthermore, policy mechanisms should be exible enough to
anticipate future application needs. Finally, security mechanisms must scale to
support increasing numbers of principals and their trust relations. To meet these
requirements, our service security relies on trust management [BFL96, BFIK99].
Trust management assigns some level of privilege (or trust) to a user, or
principal, of the system. In particular, if a running PLAN program wishes to
invoke a privileged service routine or alter a service parameter, the principal associated with the packet must be authenticated, and then the operation must be
authorized. If either step fails, the operation is denied. We consider the question
of policy and mechanism for authorization below; details about our particular
implementation of authentication and authorization are presented in the next
section.

3.2 Policy and Mechanism
Before applying trust management, we must consider what sorts of policies we
would like to express, and what particular mechanisms we shall use to enforce
these policies. For our system, we want our policies to express what services,
above the core services, are available to certain users. We also nd it convenient
to indicate which services should be unavailable for a particular user; this will
be motivated in Section 5. For purposes of simplicity and scalability, we choose
to map sets of principals to sets of services. We also need to manage delegation
policies with regard to these mappings. For example, we might specify that the
services in set s may be accessed not only by principal p, but also by those
principals authorized by p. In keeping with our requirements, this policy should
scale to include many nodes, principals, services; and be alterable on-the- y.

Furthermore, we want to specify not only whether a service routine may be
invoked, but how it may be used. For example, a resident state service which
allows packets to leave state on the routers might apportion di erent amounts
of space to di erent users. We should also be able to specify general resource
usage parameters, such as CPU and memory use.
To enforce security policy we require strong principal authentication, and use
a policy manager on every node; more details are given in the next section. In
our system, packets must authenticate themselves at some point before accessing
privileged services; at this time, the appropriate services are added to (or subtracted from) the packet's current service symbol table. We call this approach
namespace-based security. Since PLAN is strongly typed and looks up services
on an as-needed basis, programs are incapable of invoking code outside of this
updated table.
Additionally, we allow those services which may require policy-based parameterization to query the policy manager as necessary during their execution. For
example, the resident state service mentioned above would query the local policy
to determine how much memory the current principal was allowed to occupy.
We feel there are some compelling advantages to this approach. First, namespace-based policies are simple to formulate and easy to change. Second, because
namespace-based security is centrally-administered, individual service routines
may be written without concern for security, and policies may change dynamically without worry of inconsistency. Furthermore, unauthenticated programs
may access the core services without additional performance penalty. Finally,
because namespace-based security is not by itself sucient, we allow services to
formulate their own usage policies.
There is still some work to be done in our current system. Namespace-based
security only applies to PLAN service routine calls, not calls between service routines. This is slightly more dicult, but entirely possible, since Caml, our service
implementation language, provides a mechanism which may be used to implement namespace-based security: module thinning. The use of module thinning
has been explored for active networks in [Ale98] and for mobile agent systems
in [LOW98]. Also, while we have experimented with mechanisms for enforcing
resource usage, we have yet to arrive at ones that are suciently lightweight.
Relevant details may be found in [Hic98].

4 Implementation
4.1 Authentication

Before a PLAN program may invoke a trusted service, its associated principal
must be determined; this is the process of authentication. Authentication is
typically done in a public-key setting by verifying a digital signature in the
context of some communication (e.g., a packet). In PLAN, one obvious link
between communication and authentication is the chunk.
A chunk (or code hunk) may be thought of as a function that is waiting
to be applied. In PLAN, chunks are rst-class|they may be manipulated as

data|and consist internally of some PLAN code, a function name, and a list of
values to be used as arguments during the application. A chunk is typically used
as an argument to OnRemote to specify some code to evaluate remotely. A chunk
may also be evaluated locally by passing it to the eval service, which resolves
the function name with the current environment, performs the application, and
returns the result.
We have added a service called authEval which takes as arguments a chunk,
a digital signature, and a public key. authEval veri es the signature against the
binary representation of the chunk, and if successful, the chunk is evaluated.
There are two key advantages to this approach. One is that a principal signs
exactly the piece of code he wants to execute, and may only have extra privilege
while executing that piece of code. Second, only those programs which require
authorization will have the extra time and space overheads. However, there is
no protection against replay attacks, and public key operations are notoriously
slow. Furthermore, authentication is only unidirectional (principal to node), thus
providing less con dence to the caller. We mitigate these problems by using a
variant of the mutual authentication protocol described in [AAKS98].

4.2 Authorization
As our policy manager, we have chosen to use the Query Certi cate Manager (QCM) [GJ98], which provides comprehensive security credential location and retrieval services, employing a distributed ACL. While in this paper
we are making use of QCM, our architecture is designed so that other policy
managers be used instead. In particular, we are also experimenting with the
KeyNote [BFIK99] trust-management system.
QCM is used to specify the services to be added to or subtracted from the default service-environment by associating certain thicken and thin sets of services
with a principal or set of principals. Once a principal has been authenticated,
these sets are used to modify the default environment. The resulting service
environment is then used during subsequent chunk evaluation. As an optimization, we can cache this environment for future reference, thus avoiding repeated
invocations of QCM and reconstructions of the environment.
A key advantage of using QCM is that it can be used for more than just
specifying sets of principals on a per-node basis. In particular, sets described
in a distributed manner impose no additional query complexity. For example, a
node A may de ne a set which partially resides at another node B :
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If the authorization service on A makes a membership test on set l, QCM will
automatically query B if necessary. QCM may also make use of certi cates, which
are signed assertions about set relationships, to short-circuit remote queries.
These may be passed as additional arguments to authEval, or may be obtained
during node-node authentication. This allows QCM to implement both pushand pull-based information-retrieval.

5 A Simple Active Firewall
As an application of our architecture, we implemented a simple active rewall.
Typically, rewalls lter certain types of packets, such as all TCP connection
requests on certain port numbers. Usually such packets are easily identi ed by
their protocol headers. However, in PLANet, and indeed in any active-packet
system, there is no quick way to assess a packet's functionality.
Our approach is that rather than lter packets at the rewall, we associate
with them a thinned service environment in which any potentially harmful services are removed. The packets may then be evaluated inside the trusted network
using only those services. While this may seem to contradict our premise stated
in Section 2 that the default environment should consist only of `safe' services,
in the context of a trusted Intranet, we would expect that the default privilege
allowed to local packets exceeds that of foreign packets. Furthermore, we would
not want to impose the overhead of authentication and authorization on local
packets in the general case.
To thin the environment of foreign packets, our rewall associates them with
a guest identity that has the appropriate policy. To do this, the rewall encapsulates each packet with a small wrapper which calls authEval with the original
chunk, using the guest identity. In general, this would require the rewall to
sign all incoming packets. However, because the guest environment will provide
less privilege than the default environment, we should be able to conceivably
avoid the cryptographic cost: any authenticating principal whose environment is
thinned and not thickened can be `taken at his word.'
In the base PLANet implementation, a two-hop ping takes 2.13 ms for a
minimally-sized packet (80 bytes) and 3.06 ms for a maximally-sized one (1500
bytes). Changing the middle node to the `signing rewall' adds 37% and 32% to
the round-trip times, respectively, raising them to 2.91 and 4.03 ms. Between 1=3
and 1=2 of this overhead is attributable to signing and veri cation, depending on
the packet size. For the rewall, the remaining overhead is due to encapsulation
costs (which requires extra marshalling and copying), while for the end-host it is
due to decapsulation and additional interpretation costs. Parallelism and specialpurpose hardware can further reduce cryptographic costs and improve latency
and throughput. If we eliminate the cryptographic operations, we reduce the
end-to-end ping times to 2.55 and 3.41 ms for minimal and maximal payload,
respectively. This reduces the rewall-induced overhead to 20% and 11%. A
smarter PLAN interpreter would also considerably improve overall performance.
The rewall also imposes a xed 101-byte space overhead due to the extra
code and signature that is attached to the incoming packets. This translates
to 126% and 6.8% space overhead for the minimal and maximal payload packets respectively. One way of mitigating this overhead is for PLAN to support
code caching and language-level remote-references. Since all PLAN values are
immutable, the contents of a remote reference may be safely cached without the
need for a coherence protocol.

6 Related Work
Research in the area of security for active networks is in its early stages. The
SANE [AAKS98] architecture is part of the SwitchWare Project [AAH+ 98] at
the University of Pennsylvania. SANE is currently used in conjunction with the
ALIEN architecture [Ale98]. Security is achieved in ALIEN through a combination of module thinning and type safety. Similar approaches have been taken
in [LR99, BSP+95, vE99]. Other language-based protection schemes can be
found in [BSP+ 95, CLFL94, HCC98, LOW98, Moo98]. The main di erence between this work and SANE lies in that we can depend on a provably safe language
(PLAN) for those packets that do not require special privileges. Furthermore,
programming constructs available in PLAN (e.g., chunks), considerably ease the
task of implementing security abstractions.
A working group within the Active Networks project has been de ning a
common security meta-architecture [Mur98]. However, this architecture has not
become concrete enough for implementation.
Secure PLAN is currently being extended to support validation and veri cation [NL96, Nec97] for active extensions.
We have demonstrated that our architecture addresses possible threats while
still preserving the exibility and usability of the system. This architecture is
based on language safety, authentication, and trust management. We discussed
the practicality and acceptable performance of our approach experimentally, in
the context of an active rewall.
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